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Letting Others Know

Topics to explore:

 types of clouds

 severe weather events

 effects of severe weather

  personal preferences

We gather together

To wonder whether

The weather is wetter or 

We need a sweater.

But whatever the weather, 

We’ll weather together,

Whether wearing a sweater

Or just getting wetter.

U4 Track 2
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Predicting Video

A  Answer the questions in complete sentences.

1. What do the key words tell you about the reading?

2. What does the title tell you about the reading? 

3. What do the photos tell you about the reading?

 Key Words

alto

blizzard

cirrus

cumulonimbus

cumulus

drought

flood

hurricane

lightning

nor’easter

precipitation

stratus

thunder

thunderstorms

tornado
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Weather affects everyone. It determines what we wear, what 

outdoor activities we do, what kind of food we have, and if we  

have enough of it. Weather can even affect our moods. One  

truth about weather is that it can change. In some places, it 

changes often.

Meteorologists are scientists who study the weather. They 

analyze and predict weather using maps and technology.  

They warn us about severe weather.

Weather
Written by Roberto Espinella

Photo Selection by Monica Delgado de Patrucco

U4 Track 3
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Types of Clouds

Have you noticed that on some days the sky is clear blue and on other days it is full of white, fluffy 

clouds? Some days the clouds look like thin wisps of paint. Some days the clouds are not white, but 

dark blue or gray. All weather begins with clouds. Let’s look at the different kinds of clouds and the 

weather they bring.

Clouds form from the water cycle. Water from the ground evaporates and rises into the air. This 

water vapor cools as it rises and condenses into water drops. The water drops join together to make 

clouds. When some clouds get filled with too much water, they empty, and the water falls to Earth as 

precipitation. This can be in the form of rain, hail, freezing rain, sleet, or snow. Some clouds do not 

produce precipitation.

Let’s look at the different kinds of clouds. Cirrus 

clouds are thin and wispy. These clouds are high in the 

sky. You see them when the weather is pleasant. They 

do not produce precipitation. Some cirrus clouds look 

like sheets that cover the whole sky. They usually are 

found in the skies twelve to twenty-four hours before 

rain or snow. Other cirrus clouds are small, puffy clouds 

arranged in long rows. They usually appear in the 

winter and indicate clear, cold weather. 

Alto clouds are found in the middle part of the sky. 

Some are gray and cover the entire sky. They often form 

ahead of rainstorms and snowstorms. Some others are 

gray and puffy. They are full of water droplets. When 

you see these clouds on a warm, humid morning, there 

will be thunderstorms in the afternoon.
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Some stratus clouds are 

found low in the sky. They 

are puffy and gray. They 

often cover the entire sky. 

Light rain often falls from 

these clouds. Others form 

a dark gray layer. These 

clouds produce long rain 

showers or snow. 

Cumulus clouds are 

white and puffy like 

cotton balls. This is a 

sign of fair weather. They 

develop during the day 

and usually disappear 

after sunset.

Cumulonimbus clouds have 

flat tops. These storm clouds 

can be very tall. They produce 

heavy rain or snow, hail, 

lightning, or tornados. 
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A drought is the opposite of a flood. It occurs when too little precipitation falls in an area. 

When there is not enough water, the ground dries out. The plants die. Animals do not have 

enough food to eat. Algae in ponds and lakes grow too fast and cause fish and birds to die. 

Forests become very dry and burn easily. Wildfires become a big problem.

Some droughts last only a few weeks or months. Sometimes droughts can last a year or more. 

In the 1930s, part of the United States had a drought that lasted ten years. The wind blew away 

the top of the soil, so no plants could grow. The ground became very dry and dusty. The wind 

blew so much dirt that it darkened the sky, making day almost as dark as night. Sometimes the 

wind blew dirt hundreds of miles into other states. The area became known as the Dust Bowl.

Droughts and Floods

Sometimes clouds produce too much precipitation. The ground cannot hold 

all of the water. The rivers and lakes cannot hold all of the water. The water 

rises above the riverbanks and can cover the land near the rivers. Sometimes 

the water even covers streets and enters houses. This is a flood. The flood will 

last until the rivers have emptied the extra water into the oceans or the ground 

soaks up the extra water. 
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Severe Weather Events
Thunderstorms

Cumulonimbus clouds produce thunderstorms. These are storms with thunder, 

lightning, and heavy rain. Lightning is a flash of electricity. It is caused when a strong 

positive charge and a strong negative charge connect. The charge shoots from the 

cloud to the ground. Thunder is the noise that the lightning causes. Light travels faster 

than sound. You see the lightning before you hear the thunder. Count the seconds 

between the flash of lightning and the sound of thunder, divide the number of seconds 

by five, and you will know how far away the storm is.
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Winter Storms

 Winter storms can occur in almost any part of the United States. They are most common 

in the northern half of the United States because the temperatures there are cold in the 

winter. Winter storms are caused by warm, moist air meeting cold, dry air. Winds blow in a 

counterclockwise direction around an area of low pressure. A blizzard is a winter storm with 

snow and very strong winds. The strong winds and the snow can make it hard to see. Driving 

conditions become very dangerous because people cannot see very far and the snow makes 

the roads very slippery. 

A nor’easter is a winter storm that takes 

place along the Atlantic Coast. The winds blow 

from the northeast over the land. Nor’easters 

can cause waves to be as high as they are 

during a hurricane. 

 Winter storms can be even more dangerous 

than other storms. The storms can knock out 

electricity and prevent people from leaving 

their homes. People may not have any heat in 

their homes, so they become very, very cold. 

Sometimes they cannot drive their cars because 

there is too much snow on the roads.
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The air is calm in the center of a tornado. 

High winds rotate around the center. These winds 

suck up everything in their path. Tornado wind 

speeds range from 40 to 300 miles per hour. 

Weak tornados damage roofs on buildings and 

snap trees in half. The strongest tornados destroy 

houses, carry cars away, and pull trees out of the 

ground. Tornados look dark when they are filled 

with dirt and larger objects. 

A tornado’s path is between 100 yards and one 

mile wide. It is usually less than fifteen miles long. 

Most tornados do not last very long. They can last 

from a few seconds to more than an hour. Most 

last about ten minutes.

Tornados can form anywhere in the United  

States, but some areas have more than others.  

The flat land in the Great Plains is sometimes  

called “Tornado Alley.” This is the region in the 

country where tornados form most frequently. 

Tornados occur often in April, May, and June,  

but they can form at any time. 

Tornados

Sometimes a thunderstorm can produce a 

tornado. A tornado is a rotating column 

of air. It looks like a funnel or an upside-

down cone. When the air column is above 

the ground, it is called a funnel cloud. 

The funnel cloud can be two to six miles 

wide. When it touches the ground, it is 

called a tornado. Tornados most often 

form between 3:00 and 6:00 p.m. on an 

unseasonably warm day.
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Hurricanes

A hurricane is a strong tropical storm. It 

forms from a thunderstorm over very warm 

ocean water. Wind pushes up warm air from 

the ocean’s surface. The air high up in the 

thunderstorm is much cooler than the surface 

air. This difference in air temperature causes 

the hurricane. The winds of a hurricane rotate 

around a calm center. The center of a hurricane 

is called the eye. Hurricane winds reach speeds 

of between 75 and 200 miles an hour. 

The most dangerous part of a hurricane is the storm 

surge. This happens when the hurricane’s winds push 

forward a wall of water. When a hurricane comes near 

land, the storm surge hits the coast and causes serious 

flooding. The biggest hurricanes can push the storm 

surge hundreds of miles inland.

In the United States, hurricanes are most common 

along the Atlantic Coast. Hurricane season is between 

June 1 and November 30. The World Meteorological 

Organization names hurricanes alphabetically. The 

names alternate between men’s and women’s names. 
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 Studying Severe Weather Events

Thunderstorms, winter storms, 

tornados, and hurricanes are severe 

weather events. They can cause great 

damage. Meteorologists study these 

weather events to understand them 

better. They look for conditions that 

cause severe weather. They want to be 

able to predict severe weather events. 

Meteorologists warn people that a 

severe weather event will occur so that 

they can be prepared. 
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Checking

A  Choose the best answer to the questions. Video

1. A meteorologist is...

a.  a person who studies meteors.

b.  a machine that measures precipitation.

c.  a scientist who studies the weather.

d.  a person who repairs meters. 

2. What does a cumulus cloud tell you about the weather?

a.  Severe thunderstorms are coming. 

b.  A very big tornado occurred.

c.  A hurricane is coming.

d.  The weather will be fair. 

3. How was the Dust Bowl created?

a.  There was a severe drought.

b.  There was a very big tornado.

c.  There was a very destructive hurricane.

d.  There was a heavy thunderstorm.  

4. Why is the storm surge the most dangerous part of the hurricane?

a.  It is when a hurricane begins.

b.  It is the center of the storm.

c.  It can cause very serious flooding. 

d.  It makes the hurricane winds stronger.

B  Answer the questions in complete sentences.

1. Why can winter storms be so dangerous? 

 

 

 

 

2. Which severe weather event do you think is the most serious? Explain your answer.
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Summarizing

A  Use the Venn Diagram to help you compare and contrast tornados and hurricanes. 

Then, write your ideas. Video
To

rn
ad

o

Hurricane
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Main Ideas

A  Answer the questions in complete sentences. Video

1. What is the main idea on the first three pages of the reading? List some of the supporting 

details.

 

 

 

 

 

2. What is the focus of the three paragraphs on page 20? How do you know? Give specific 

examples.

 

 

 

 

3. What is the main idea in the third paragraph on page 22? What ideas support it?

 

 

 

 

4. Connect the words in the first column to their description in the second column.

 blizzard white and puffy

 cirrus clouds form before a storm

 hurricanes take place on the Atlantic Coast

 cumulus clouds a winter snow storm

 nor’easters thin and wispy

 alto clouds have dangerous storm surges

Fotopedia Heritage
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Comparing and Contrasting

A  Compare and contrast the following topics from the reading. Write as much as you can remember, 

without checking the reading. You may check against the text once you have finished. Video

1. Clouds

 

 

 

2. Droughts and floods

 

 

 

3. Severe weather events

 

 

 

B  Answer the questions in complete sentences.

1. Who studies the weather? Why is it important to study severe weather events?

 

 

 

2. Have you ever experienced any of the weather events mentioned in the reading? Compare your 

experience with another classmate’s and write some lines about it.

 

 

 

 

3. How do you think people predicted the weather long ago? How are those ways similar to the 

ones meteorologists use now? How are they different?
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Reflecting

A  Have you ever experienced severe weather conditions? What did you see? What did you hear? 

Explain what you did to stay safe. Video
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Practicing

A  Fill in each blank with the correct vocabulary word. Then, circle the words in the puzzle 

on the next page. Video

 1. Water that falls to the Earth in various forms. 

 2. A winter storm that has heavy snow and high winds. 

 3. Overflowing water that covers a normally dry area. 

 4. A strong tropical storm with high winds and heavy rains. 

 5. Type of cloud that produces rain or snow. 

 6. Severe weather event with heavy rain and lightning. 

 7. This occurs when there is too little precipitation. 

 8. Type of cloud that is thin and wispy. 

 9. A winter storm that takes place on the Atlantic coast. 

 10. Type of cloud that looks like puffy cotton balls. 

 11. Loud sound that occurs during an electrical storm. 

 12. Type of cloud found in the middle of the sky. 

 13. A flash of electricity during a thunderstorm. 

 14. A storm cloud with a flat top. 

 15. A severe wind storm that has the shape of a funnel. 

BEBEBE toleranttoleranttolerant

What do you think about tolerance? Discuss it 

with a classmate.
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Practicing

P A C U M U L O N I M B U S

D R F Q B L I Z Z A R D L I

N U E M H K J B A S T M I F

O A W C I R R U S V R K G P

R L P S I O B M U O S D H S

E T V A H P F Z T A A R T T

A O H T W U I S G S L O N R

S F L O O D R T C G Q U I A

T C I E L E R R A U I G N T

E S R G D V D N I T W H G U

R M Q N R F L F H C I T D S

N C U M U L U S M F A O C A

A H B K T H U N D E R N N A

T A P T O R N A D O X G E U
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